A theoretical treatment is presented for the determination of the screw sense of a cholesteric substance in a Grandjean-Cano-wedge by observing the sample in a polarizing microscope. For comparison some experimental measurements are given.
Introduction
A simple and accurate method to determine the pitch of a cholesteric substance is the observation of disclination lines in a Grandjean-Cano-wedge [1] [2] [3] . However, from the position of these lines nothing can be said about the sense of rotation of the cholesteric helix. The determination of the sense is often made by either an additional experiment [4] or by a special construction of the wedge allowing to rotate its boundaries [5] . Berthault et al. [6] give a rule which allows to determine the screw sense directly by observing a Grandjean-Cano-wedge under a polarizing microscope. Their argumentation is however very scetchy and the condition of applicability is unclear. For this reason we present here a coherent derivation of the rule.
Experimental Geometry and Rule to Determine Sense of Rotation
The geometry of the experiment is shown in Figure 1 . The cholesteric layer is placed in the z-?/-plane with the director aligned parallel to the :r-axis at both boundaries. Light propagating parallel to the 2-axis being polarized along the ^-direction is used. The sample is observed through an analyser. When polarizer and analyser are crossed one can see parallel to the disclination lines a system of interference stripes. The latter are most pronounced at small wedge thickness. When the analyser is rotated the stripes shift along the wedge gradient. This wellknown phenomenon has been used by Stumpf to determine the optical rotatory power of cholesteric samples [7] . It also allows to determine the sense Reprint requests to Dr. P. Gerber, Central Research Units, F. Hoffmann-La Roche & Co., CH-4002 Basel, Schweiz.
of rotation of the cholesteric helix according to the following rule [6] : 1) Rotate the analyser in that sense which induces a shift of the interference pattern to regions of smaller wedge-thickness.
2) Combine the rotational motion of the analyser with a translation along the direction of light propagation to obtain the sense of rotation of the cholesteric helix.
3) This rule holds when the wavelength X of the light is small compared to the pitch P or more accurately for A<Pn0ne(«e 2 + no 2 r V, > where n0 and ne are ordinary and extraordinary indices of refraction. This condition is usually fullfilled when the Grandjean-Cano-wedge method can be applied.
x y k | y P (y) Fig. 1 . Coordinate system with the wedge, the directors n at the surfaces and Polarizer P and Analyser A which is rotated by the angle y from the crossed position. Incident light (k) is from the bottom. The wave vector qo of the cholesteric screw is essentially along the z-direction since the wedge angle a is almost zero.
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Theoretical Aspects
In the sample the director n has the form:
where a positive value of q0 corresponds to a righthanded helix in the coordinate system chosen in Figure 1 . The electrical field vector
of a wave travelling through the sample in z-direction is assumed to be perfectly linearly polarized along the x-direction before entering the sample; i.e. Ey{z = 0)=0, Ex{z = 0)=E. Then at the distance z -mnjj q0 • (which is m/2 times the value of the pitch P) the electric field is [3] Ex{m7i/q0) = (3.2)
the phases Öj = TI ljf\ q0 contain the wave-vectors lj which are the solutions of the dispersion relation [3] :
where
For the moment we consider positive optical anisotropies (ne>n0 or /c1 2 > 0). But this is no restriction as will be shown later on. The angles (pj are given [3] by:
For our purpose it is sufficient to consider frequencies above the Bragg reflection gap which is equivalent to the condition [3] k0 2 -kx 2 >q0 2 .
Then for a wave travelling in positive ^-direction the positive values for the wave vectors lj, corresponding to positive group velocities have to be taken [3] . At the upper plate of the wedge the director has made a rotation by an integer multiple m0 of TI according to the given boundary conditions on the sample. If the analyser is rotated by a small angle tp from the y-direction (see Fig. 1 ), the electric field of the observed light is given by
as follows from (3.2) and the approximation cos tp + i sin tp ctg <pi ~ exp {i tp ctg cpi} which is valid to order tp.
The observed interference pattern and its dependence on the angle fp is essentially determined by the phase difference A in (3.7), where
In order to understand the dependence of the interference pattern on y.' we have to examine the quantities ctg (pj which, from (3.5), read
First we consider the case q0 > 0, k 2 > 0. Then replacing (3.3) for I 2 in (3.9) yields ctg (pj = t w = 2 (l\ + go) go + H go 2 In serting for k0~ and from (3.4) we obtain at a given wavelength ). = 2 rr c/co the condition for positive dA/dz0 k/P < ne njVnJ+ n^ . From this expression it follows that the stated rule remains true for any value of yFurthermore since A increases monotonically with y (see 3.10 and 3.13) the rule is not restricted to small values of ?/'. However, the interference pattern is most pronounced for the geometry chosen (and for Z = 2, y -7i/2) because for other angles there is generally a constant background which may be considerably more intensive than the interference modulation.
It is of course possible to formulate an analogous rule for the case of rotating the polarizer instead of the analyser. This rule is easily derived from Equation (3.22).
Clearly our special choice of boundary conditions is no restriction either. For other homogeneous directions of alignment only the angles y and x have to be defined with respect to the new directions.
Experimental Example
In order to test the theoretical arguments of the last section we have measured the shift of the interference pattern as observed in two cholesteric samples. They are mixtures of the nematic mixture R0-TN-403 from F. Hoffmann-La Roche [8] with the cholesteric dopands 4-Cyano-4 / -(2-methylbutyl)-biphenyl (CB 15 from BDH) and Cholesterylchlorid (CC from Eastman) which are known to induce right-and lefthanded cholesteric helixes respectively when added in low concentration to similar nematic mixtures [5] . Mixture Cl contained 2.21 wt% of CB15 in R0-TN-403 while C2 contained 4.98 wt% of CC in R0-TN-403.
These substances were filled into a wedge whose thickness varied by 50 microns over its length of about 27 mm. Both surfaces were treated by 30 oblique evaporation of SiO in such a way that the nematic director pointed normal to the thickness gradient ( Figure 1) . The whole wedge which was placed under a polarizing microscope could be moved in the direction of the thickness gradient by means of a micrometer screw. The linearly polarized light was filtered through a 497 nm interference filter of 40 nm width. The pitch of the two mixtures at room temperature Avas 6.3 p for Cl and 6.1 p for C2. We have measured the position of an interference minimum as a function of the angle ip (Fig. 1) for -20°<v<20° . With the known wedge geometry Ave could determine the wedge thickness at a given position. This is to be compared with the values calculated from expression (3.21). We have used in the calculation the properties of undoped R0-TN-403 in particular ne = 1.7810 and n0 = 1.5235 [8] . With these values we obtain
In view of the fact that the geometry is not perfectly
Avell known (unevenness of glass plates, unaccuracy of spacers thickness), that the refraction indices may be altered someAvhat by the dopands and that it is quite difficult to get accurate values for derivatives of measured curves the agreement is satisfactory indeed. 
Conclusion
We have checked a simple rule for determining the screw sense of a cholesteric liquid. Although the justification of this rule is fairly elaborate, the rule is simple and straight-forward to be applied in routine measurements. Since the Grandjean-Canomethod is well suited for accurate pitch measurements especially for large pitch values, this rule may prove to be usefull in many cases.
